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New York, NY – February 22, 2021 – Naturally Cut Fitness is leveraging relationships and resources with other fitness 

counterparts Big Apple Sports and Fitness 360 to create a sports clinic with the intention of supporting athletes as they 

safely resume training during COVID-19 and are in pursuit of extensive professional careers. The philosophy at 

Naturally Cut Fitness is pretty-straight forward: simultaneously maximizing athletic performance (through advanced 

strength, speed and explosiveness training), followed by professional skills training, while reducing the athlete’s risk 

for injury with advanced prehab/rehab and recovery specialists on site. Whether a professional athlete, intermediate 

athlete, or just getting your athletic career started, staying actively in shape (training), and sport ready (balling), has 

been a challenge; and growing stronger, more explosive, and faster without the athletes getting injured is a major 

concern. This program assures a call to action, by combining professional strength, speed, and explosiveness training; 

professional skills training; and advanced prehab/rehab and recovery… ALL IN THE SAME SESSION! The Naturally Cut 

Experience will provide a safe pathway for NYC athletes to be propelled back to the national level.  

 

WHEN: Starts, Saturday, March 20, 2021, 3-day clinics, Tuesday 1-5p, Thursday 1-5p, Saturday 5-9p 

 

WHERE: Brooklyn Sports Club, 1540 Van Siclen Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, 11239 

 

ABOUT RICKEY BURTON 

Rickey “The Cut Creator” Burton, CEO of Naturally Cut Fitness, beats the odds of not allowing circumstances of his life 

to write his story. He is on a mission to be an influence in helping others become the best versions of themselves while 

placing the Tri-state area back on the national map (for athletics). Revered as one of the top fitness experts in the Tri-

state area (NYC), he is paying forward on a mission of supporting marginalized communities with opportunities in 

recruiting, training, and employment. Adding to his accolades are working with professional athletes, and his work 

with steady growing non-profit SecondUFoundation. Naturally Cut Fitness is revered as one of the top fitness 

organizations in the Tri State Area (NYC). In addition to providing physical training services to vast majority of high-

end clients, NFC continues to be on a give back mission, supporting the advancement of athletes in the Tri-state area, 

with advanced training, high level recruitment, talent development, and endless exposure. Launching new programs 

now in 2021 in the biggest athletic space in NYC with customized training programs and skilled fusions.    

 

ABOUT BIG APPLE SPORTS 

https://www.instagram.com/coach_tippy/  

 

ABOUT FITNESS 360 

https://fitness360nyc.com/  

 

For more information regarding the Naturally Cut Fitness Experience, please visit  

Link tree: https://linktr.ee/naturallycutfitness  
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